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Dear Chapter IA Vice Presidents and RGB Members, 

Hey, I’m Michelle Bradley, the 2017-2018 Regional Israel 
Affairs Vice President for Seaboard USY. I’m extremely excited 
to work with all of you throughout this entire year and I cannot 
wait to see what you all will do this year!

First of all, I congratulate all of you on being elected as your 
Chapter Israel Affairs Vice President, or on being appointed onto 
the Regional General Board! I am so excited to be a part of this 
this incredible journey while all of you as you serve as IA’s in 
Seaboard USY! I know that each of you have the potential to 
spread Israeli culture and programming throughout your 
chapters and on Regional Board, and I can’t wait for you all to 
show me what you’ve got.

As Israel Affairs Vice Presidents, you all are responsible for 
keeping yourself, and your chapter as up to date on Israeli news 
as much as possible. For this year, we will be doing a lot of 
thinking outside of the lines and working to create memorable, 
and enjoyable programs for USYers. One of my goals for this 
year is to work together as chapter IA’s and bounce ideas off of 
each other to create amazing programs that we can show off to 
other regions. By working together, we will find ways to create 
that deep connection to Israel for everyone. 

If you have any questions, feel free to contact me or any of 
the Israel Affairs RGB at any point, and we can work together to 
make your chapter’s Israeli education more informative, diverse 
and entertaining.  

You are setting an example on what true Israel advocacy 
should look like for the future IA’s, so good luck this year! 

B’ahava, 
Michelle Bradley
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Contact Information 
Michelle Leila Bradley 

2017-2018 Seaboard USY Regional IA VP 

Email: mlb20175@gmail.com or ia@seaboardusy.org  
Phone #: (703)-777-9607 

Facebook: Michelle Bradley 
Instagram: MichelleeBradleyy 

Snapchat: michelleeb.10 

Israel Affairs Regional General Board 

Molly Goldberg 
Chalutzim Club Chair 

  
Nathan Barondes 
Israel Affairs Chair 

Ilan Cohen 
Shira B’Seaboard Chair 

International Israel Affairs VP 

Joshua Bienstock 
Email: jbbienstock@gmail.com 

Twitter: @USYIsrael 
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Israel Advocacy 
Written by 2010 IGB member Meir Berkman 

Edited by Ryan Sherman, Keenan Temin, Jordan Kalfon, and Michelle Bradley 

Why is Israel Advocacy Important? 
Israel Advocacy is and must remain an imperative part of the USY community. 

The goal of each IA VP should always be to educate USYers about current events going 
on in Israel. An educated USYer is always the best advocate for the State of Israel, 
because being uneducated can cause disruption for others to create their own opinions 
about rights and wrongs in Israel. Instilling this kind of education is not always easy, but 
through engaging and educational programs and events, each IA can ensure that their 
USYers leave an event with a firm grasp on Israeli current events that include a broad 
spectrum of conflict, culture, innovations and more. Having an open mind when 
advocating will also let you open up to new ideas concerning Israel. 

Overview and Goals 
Since 2012, International USY has been working to strengthen the bonds 

USY has with organizations such as AIPAC, Stand With Us, AJC Global and the 
David Project.  

Doing Your Part 
Israel Advocacy is one of the most important through which each USYer can do 

their part in building a strong future for the Jewish homeland. Tell this to each USYer, 
and remind them that they are the future of the Jewish people and that through 
advocacy and education he or she can do their part in securing a future for our 
homeland. 

How Can I Promote Advocacy? 
• Joining the Chalutzim club, a club which centers around Israel awareness and 

culture 
• Doing Israel updates at chapter events and meetings to keep USYers informed 

on political, social, and cultural events in Israel 
• Urging USYers to conduct research themselves on Israel through news 

websites such as ynetnews.com and jpost.com, which will allow them 
to form their own opinions on Israel’s actions 

• Conducting programs that focus on the amazing aspects of Israel, thus 
showing why Israel is important to the Jewish people. 
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10 Tips to Better Advocacy 
By: Adina Beiner, Hanegev Israel Affairs Vice President, 2011-2012 

1. Israel is a democracy- always remind people that Israel is the 
only democracy in the Middle East. 

2. Israel wants peace- many Americans think that the lack of peace is 
due to both Israelis and Palestinians. Always stress that Israel’s main goal 
has always been and always will be peace. 

3. Offense- Stay on the offense. Remember that what people hear sticks 
with them and so if they hear you constantly talking about Israel’s 
commitment to democracy, freedom, and peace, then that is what will stick 
with them. 

4. Don’t stress the (ancient) past- It’s all about the future! The fact 
that the Jews have lived in Israel for thousands of years, is religiously 
based, and not a convincing argument. Stress the recent past (Post 1948) 
and relate it to the present and future to give a valid argument. The fact 
that Israel has offered to return lands captured in war in exchange for 
peace, yet Palestinian authorities refused is a valid argument. 

5. Sell the dream- Don’t focus too much on land and who has to give up 
what. You lose your audience when they begin to think that one side has 
given up or has taken too much land. 

6. Cooperate- Make sure that everyone else around you is talking about 
the same hopeful message, or the same political message. Mixed 
messages get people confused and send out the wrong idea. Things get 
accomplished when a uniform message is sent. 

7. Spread your message where it needs to be spread- The phrase 
“preaching to the choir” applies here. It is important to talk to all USYers, 
but it is most important to reach out to those who are indifferent to Israel. 

8. The Internet is the medium- Most people get their news through 
the web and social media such as: Facebook, Twitter, and those little 
stories that come up on snapchat. Media, especially in America, can be 
incredibly biased against Israel. This is why it is so important to provide 
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your chapter with accurate news sources and to talk about media biases 
so that people in your chapter can watch out for them. 

      
7 Violations of Media Objectivity 

1. Misleading definitions and terminology 
2. Imbalances reporting 
3. Opinionated reporting 
4. Lack of context 
5. Selective omission 
6. Using true facts to draw false conclusions 
7. Distortions of facts 

9. Keep it simple- Instead of overwhelming people in your chapter with 
tons of new information; pick a few key things you want to stress. 
Repetition is key! Keep stressing your key points and people will catch on! 
If you want to stress peace, then keep bringing up peace and maybe give 
a new example every week or every few weeks so that people don’t have 
to retain tons of information, and your key point is still being put out there. 

10. Delegate- You are not the sole advocator of Israel. Jews in 
USY and even the U.S. are responsible. If you need or want help, 
get other USYers involved, or even get your entire synagogue 
involved (like Sisterhood) 
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Programming Ideas 
 Here are a few program ideas to get you going. Feel free to expand and 

tweak these programs to fit your chapter- make them your own! This is only 
a chip off the ice block, if you need some more program ideas or help 
making your own, you can always ask me. For more programs, resources 
and information on things like the Chalutzim club go to http://www.usy.org/
yourusy/israel/  and also make sure to look around the rest of the website. 

Israel Jeopardy 
 Divide into teams of 3. Each team picks a category and question Rest of 

rules like jeopardy: 
o 15 second time limit 
o Lose points if you get the question wrong 
o Answers must be given in the form of a question 

 If a team answers correctly, they put a sticker on that question of their board. The 
team with most points wins. After concluding, express how important it is to have 
knowledge of Israel’s past in present and communicate it to others in your 
chapter. 

How to Advocate Israel? 
  This program is designed to teach USYers how to properly advocate for 

Israel. Teach your USYers how to use the 3 point method:  
  1. State your point directly 
  2. Back up your point with specific examples 

3. End by sending a message about the root of the conflict. 
Example: “The Israeli boundary is not humane to the Palestinians.” 
1. The boundary set up by the Israelis is designed to save the lives of Israelis, 

not to hinder those of the Palestinians.  
2. Since it was built, the boundary has statistically thwarted numerous terror 

attacks and saved many lives. 
3. If the actions of the terrorists did not call for a boundary to be built, it would 

not have been built. 
Break up the USYers into groups of two or more and give them example 

opinions and have them formulate a counter response using the 3 step method, then 
have each group present. 
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Chalutzim  
Information from Joshua Bienstock, International Israel Affairs VP 2016-2017 

What is Chalutzim?  
 Chalutzim is Hebrew for “The Pioneers,” who were the original settlers in 
modern-day Israel. The Pioneers dedicated their lives to creating the best possible life 
for their descendants which helped make today’s Israel stronger than ever. 
In USY, Chalutzim is the Israel Advocacy specialty club created so that we too can 
create the best possible Israel, through programming, advocacy workshops, and fun 
activities. Chalutzim is the best opportunity for anyone who loves our land and wants to 
support it through knowledge and action. 

Who can join Chalutzim? 
 This club is only for the most dedicated teen educators, advocates, and leaders 
(a.k.a YOU!) You can join Chalutzim by signing up on the link:  https://docs.google.com/
forms/d/17rcyG3ly9jTiQ71EOXDhawXI9OmUXlPz323d1Xl55A8/viewform  

Why should I join Chalutzim? 
 Besides the opportunity to be in the BEST Israel club around, there are also 
plenty of other reasons to join Chalutzim: 

• Every semester, members of Chalutzim will be a part of a new discussion on a 
topic of interest to young Jewish people in Israel. Each month within a semester, 
members will receive an email on an aspect of the greater topic being discussed 
that semester within the club. 

• Through the semester, members will be encouraged to visit the private Chalutzim 
Facebook group to discuss the contents of the topic in greater detail. 

• At the end of each semester, members will be invited to a WebEx session to 
discuss the topic one last time. 
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Israel Pilgrimages 
Why is it Important to Promote Pilgrimage?

Learning about Israel is a good thing, but how can we truly relate to Israel 
if we don’t fully understand what it is like to actually be there? There is no way to 
teach the feeling of being in Israel, so USY needs to send kids to the promise 
land. The chapter IA’s need to be promoting Pilgrimage at every event, to make 
sure that USYers know about it.  
 If all we continue to promote Pilgrimage throughout the year, we should 
be able to raise our numbers without trouble. Ways to advertise include hanging 
posters around your synagogue, talking about it with USY and Hebrew High 
schoolers, and handing out brochures at events. Pilgrimage is a once in a 
lifetime experience that helps USYers mature as people and develop a greater 
love for Israel, and I think we should do all we can to get kids to go.

Get Past Pilgrims to Share their Memories
Being a Pilgrim myself, I know that Pilgrims love to talk about their 

favorite moments from Pilgrimage. Asking them to share their stories can be 
one of the most powerful tools in increasing applications. You can find stories 
from Pilgrims on the USY website and on the Israel Challenge.

Scholarship Opportunities
Often, when I ask people why they aren’t going on Pilgrimage, they will 

answer that it costs too much money. I will respond that if they want to go 
enough, they will be able to. Seaboard region offers scholarship money for 
summer programs. Winning the Israel Challenge also gives us extra money to 
send kids on summer programs, so if you are truly motivated to go, help raise 
awareness about the challenge. You can also go to your chapter advisor, to see if 
you can get a scholarship from them.

Pilgrimage Programs
Israel Adventure 
Spend your summer hiking the hills of the Golan, snorkeling in Eilat, praying 

at the Kotel, eating falafel (or shawarma!), meetings your best friends, and 
falling in love with Israel!

Israel Pilgrimage/Poland Seminar 
Explore Jewish life in Poland, followed by four weeks of renewal in Israel. A 

full week is spent discovering the history and culture of Polish Jewry, 
including visits to the concentration camps of Sobibor, Majdanek, 
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Auschwitz, Birkenau, and Treblinka. Poland Seminar also includes city 
tours of Warsaw, Cracow and Lublin.

Eastern Europe/Israel Pilgrimage 
Discover the unique cities of Eastern Europe, from the towering spires of 

Germany and the Czech Republic to the countryside of Poland. Learn 
about the past, present, and future of these unique Jewish communities, 
including visits to concentration camps. This is followed by four weeks 
exploring Israel.

L’Takayn Olam  
A four-week trip to Israel that includes both sightseeing and social action 

projects on a daily basis. The group will spend time up north, down south 
and in Jerusalem, as well as spending time volunteering on an army base. 
This program is a chance to explore the Jewish homeland and lend a hand 
to help make it better.
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Regional Projects 
SeaboardUSYIA Spotify 
By: Matan Admi, Adpated by: Michelle Bradley 
Shira B’Seaboard: Seaboard USY’s Israeli music playlist. Used to 
engage USYers in an aspect of Israeli culture other than politics, 
as well as help familiarize people with Israeli music in general. 
Song requests can be sent in by anyone to either me, or Ilan. 
Ruach and Sloach Playlists: To create an even broader 
knowledge of your favorite ruach and sloach songs. You can hear 
different tunes by other artists or familiarize yourself with tunes we 
all know and love today! 

‘Rael Talk 
By: Jordan Kalfon, Adpated by: Michelle Bradley 
A monthly subscription to articles concerning Israel to have 
USYers send in their own articles to be posted, and have 
discussions with other USYers about any news you find to be 
interesting. 

Meeleem Eem Seaboard 
By: Michelle Bradley 
“Words with Seaboard,” a new way to teach USYers Hebrew a 
little bit at a time. A monthly phrase that comes out with The 
Seaboarder for Seaboarders to have fun speaking Hebrew to their 
friends and family.  

Israel Update 
By: Michelle Bradley 
Questions will be sent in to me through a google docs and every 
two months, any questions from USYers about Israel will be 
answered by me! 
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International Projects 
Takshivu 
A weekly/bi-weekly video series all about Israel history, holidays, 
culture and so much more created by USYers for USYers.

Yotzrim B’Yahad 
Meaning, “creating together,” this is a chapter based project 
aimed at helping leaders on the chapter level create Israel 
programming for their Kehilot (communities) together with the 
IGB. 

Website and program Bank Revamp 
We have been undergoing an overhaul of the IA page on usy.org 
to make it a more accessible and friendly page for all.  

USY Goes BIG Day  
(Buy Israel Goods) A day in order to combat the BDS (Boycott 
Divestment and Sanctions) Movement and promote Israel 
products. 

Zikaron BaSalon 
“Memories in the living room,” is a Holocaust remembrance event 
to which USYers that multiple regions have participated in every 
year. The program takes place in small groups of teens all over 
the continent where one listens to a testimony from a survivor, 
participares in a discussion, and in an artistic session. 
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AIPAC 
Adapted from aipac.org 

A Voice for the U.S.-Israel Relationship
For more than half a century, the American Israel Public Affairs Committee 

(AIPAC) has worked to help make Israel more secure by ensuring that American support 
remains strong. From a small pro-Israel public affairs boutique in the 1950s, AIPAC has 
grown into a 100,000-member national grassroots movement described by The New 
York Times as "the most important organization affecting America's relationship with 
Israel." Political advocacy is one of the most effective ways in which AIPAC works to 
accomplish its mission. Each year, AIPAC is involved in more than 100 legislative and 
policy initiatives involving Middle East policy or aimed at broadening and deepening the 
U.S.-Israel bond. AIPAC works to secure vital U.S. foreign aid for Israel to help ensure 
Israel remains strong and secure. AIPAC is working to promote strategic cooperation 
between the two nations, to develop sound U.S. anti-terrorist policies, to share 
homeland security techniques and technologies, and to stop rogue nations such as Iran 
from acquiring weapons of mass destruction. These efforts are critical to Israel's 
security and to American interests in the Middle East and around the world. In addition 
to working closely with Congress, AIPAC also actively educates and works with 
candidates for federal office, White House, Pentagon and State Department officials, 
and other policymakers whose decisions affect Israel's future and America's policies in 
the Middle East. AIPAC keeps political leaders and citizen activists apprised of critical 
developments affecting the U.S-Israel relationship through publications such as the 
Near East Report and continually updated news and issues analysis. 

Creating Citizen Advocates
While building support in Washington is essential, AIPAC is found wherever the 

future of the U.S.-Israel relationship could be affected. AIPAC has a network of 10 
regional offices and nine satellite offices that help pro-Israel activists from Missoula to 
Miami learn how they can affect Israel's future and security by promoting strong ties with 
the United States. Throughout the year and around the country, AIPAC sponsors 
exciting events and educational programs featuring leading members of Congress, 
policymakers and top analysts. AIPAC also works on hundreds of college campuses, 
teaching student activists how to answer Israel's detractors and how to use political 
involvement to build support for Israel. The core of AIPAC's mission is building a base of 
citizen advocates who team with our expert staff to educate America's elected officials, 
policy makers and opinion leaders. But we also engage in many important initiatives to 
ensure that whatever the future holds, AIPAC will be positioned to effectively promote 
the U.S.-Israel relationship. Among our most recent efforts is the Synagogue Initiative, 
which makes AIPAC information and staff available to congregations across America. 
AIPAC also reaches out to Christian, Hispanic, African American and other key 
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community leaders to help ensure that Americans remain committed to a strong and 
vital U.S.-Israel relationship.

About our Organization
AIPAC is registered as a domestic lobby and supported financially by private 

donations. The organization receives no financial assistance from Israel, from any 
national organization or any foreign group. AIPAC is not a political action committee. It 
does not rate, endorse or contribute to candidates. Because it is a lobby, contributions 
to AIPAC are not tax deductible.

USY’s relationship to AIPAC
USY focuses on two opportunities that AIPAC offers: The AIPAC Policy 

Conference and the AIPAC High School Summit. USY tries to send as many USYers as 
possible to both of these events, which have many speakers that focus on American-
Israeli relations and are not necessarily always in favor of Israel; AIPAC is a bi-partisan 
organization. Because the conferences are always held in Washington DC, Seaboard is 
lucky to be able to send a fair amount of USYers to the policy conference. In the spring, 
Sasha Bloch will send out information about registering for AIPAC, so take advantage of 
this wonderful opportunity and also encourage others to go to the conference!
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AJC Global 
Adapted from ajc.org  

Who We Are 
 For more than a century, AJC has been the leading global Jewish advocacy 
organization. With offices across the United States and around the globe, and 
partnerships with Jewish communities worldwide, AJC works to enhance the well-being 
of the Jewish people and to advance human rights and democratic values for all. 

What We Do 
Global Diplomacy 
Through high-level diplomatic meetings that leverage long-standing relationships, AJC 
gains the support of global decision-makers on our critical issues.  
Legislative Advocacy 
Through local, regional, and national advocacy with Members of Congress, AJC 
promotes domestic policies and legislation that support our global agenda.  
Interreligious and Intergroup Coalition Building 
Through establishing important local and global alliances among diverse ethnic and 
religious groups, AJC builds coalitions to advance issues of common concern.  
Communications 
Through a global media presence, AJC generates awareness and provides expert 
resources to promote our advocacy agenda. 

Israel Advocacy 
 AJC works around the clock and around the globe to enhance the well-being of 
the Jewish people and Israel. Through close contact with world leaders, AJC advances 
peace between Israel and its Arab neighbors, promotes Israel’s standing in the 
international arena, and strengthens its ties with American Jewry. For over a half-
century, the AJC Jerusalem Office has worked to enhance Israel’s security, well-being, 
and quest for peace, and has served as an essential link between American Jews and 
Israelis. 
Project Interchange, an educational institute of AJC, brings opinion leaders and policy 
makers to Israel for a week of intensive travel and learning. Participants experience 
Israeli society, connect with their Israeli counterparts, and learn about Israel’s extensive 
contributions in their fields. Representing numerous spheres of influence across the 
globe, Project Interchange delegations include: Government Officials and Diplomatic 
Leaders, Media Opinion Leaders, Civic and Religious Leaders, and University and 
Student Leaders. 
One of AJC’s top priorities is to counter the anti-Israel boycott, divestment, and 
sanctions (BDS) campaign. To that end, AJC recently launched a new initiative: 
Governors United Against BDS. Through this effort, governors are going on record 
condemning BDS and affirming support for Israel. 
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StandWithUs 
Adapted from standwithus.com  

Our Mission 
 StandWithUs is an international, non-profit Israel education organization. We are 
inspired by our love for Israel and the belief that education is the road to peace. 
StandWithUs is dedicated to educating people of all ages about Israel and to combating 
the extremism and anti-Semitism that often distorts the issues. We believe that 
knowledge of the facts will correct common prejudices about the Arab-Israeli conflict, 
and will promote discussions and policies that can help promote peace in the region. 
Through cutting edge print materials, speakers, programs, conferences, missions to 
Israel, campaigns, social media and other internet resources including educational films, 
we ensure that the story of Israel’s achievements and ongoing challenges is told in 
middle schools, in high schools, on college campuses and in communities around the 
world. Based in Los Angeles, StandWithUs has eighteen offices and chapters across 
the U.S., Canada, Israel and in the UK. We also host programs in South Africa, China, 
Europe and Australia. 

(Some of) Our Campaigns 
B.I.G. (Buy Israeli Goods)  
 The B.I.G. campaign is a partnership between StandWithUs and the American-
Israel Chamber of Commerce that aims to mobilize supporters of Israel to bypass the 
anti-Israel Boycott, Divestment, and Sanctions campaign (BDS) and buy Israeli-made 
products in their local stores. The campaign website www.buyisraeligoods.com includes 
a store locator for people to find stores in their area that carry Israeli products and 
encourage supporters of Israel to take videos and photos of themselves purchasing the 
products and submit them to the site. The campaign's strategy is to build a large 
community of shoppers who will request and purchase Israeli goods and services from 
retail establishments. The bottom line is that people who want to support Israel can do 
so just by shopping for Israeli goods and services. 
Peace Takes Two 
Peace Takes Two is an initiative to cut through the rhetoric and alleviate tension 
between the opposing sides on campuses through discussion of what we view as the 
main issues of the Israeli-Arab conflict: Jerusalem, refugees, borders, wars and terror, 
and the prospects for peace. As part of this campaign, in addition to providing the Israel 
Matters 16-panel display as a “Path to Peace” exhibit, StandWithUs is distributing 
colorful postcard-sized flyers. One side of each flyer highlights the historic willingness of 
Israel to live in peace with its neighbors; the other side challenges Palestinian 
rejectionism and reinforces the message that "Peace Takes Two." T-shirts with the logo 
are also being provided to students. 
Between the Lines 
 Come hear the stories of two inspiring young Israelis - their struggles, their 
successes, their military service, and their hopes and dreams. Ask the tough questions, 
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and learn what it is actually like to live in a country that is the subject of so much 
discussion in the media and on campus. The soldiers speak in dozens of cities across 
North America, in venues including college campuses, high schools, synagogues, and 
churches.  By the time the annual tour is finished, our soldiers will have shared their 
personal experiences with tens of thousands of students and community members. 
I ♥ Israel 
The campaign focuses on Israel’s accomplishments in the following fields: 
♥ Environment -- Israel’s small size, arid climate, and lack of natural resources have 
helped turn it into a leader in environmental sustainability. From reforestation and 
alternative energy to water conservation and combating desertification, Israelis are 
making discoveries that are leading to a more sustainable world. 
♥ Innovation -- Israel is a world leader in technological innovation. Israelis are filled with 
entrepreneurial spirit, having turned a tiny, relatively young nation into one of the most 
technologically advanced on the planet. Many things you use on a daily basis, such as 
your cell phone and computer, and things you hopefully will never need to use, such as 
two of the top drugs used to treat multiple sclerosis and an emergency bandage used to 
prevent hemorrhaging, were developed in Israel.  
♥ Diversity -- Israel is one of the most diverse nations in the world. Israel is home to 
Jews from regions from all over the world, including the United States, Russia, Europe, 
the Middle East and North Africa, Ethiopia, Iran, India, Brazil, Argentina, and many 
others. Twenty percent of the Israeli population is not Jewish, mostly Arab Muslim, with 
smaller groups of Christians -- both Arab and not, Bedouins, Druze, Circassians, Baha'i, 
and others. Israel officially recognizes 15 sanctioned religions that are practiced within 
its borders. 
♥ Human Rights -- Israel is a refuge of human rights in the Middle East. Israelis, 
regardless of race, religion, sex, or sexual orientation, take part in free and fair 
elections, are free to speak their minds, have the right to a fair and open trial, and have 
the freedom of artistic expression.  
♥ The World -- Israel's relationship with the world has grown drastically in the recent 
past. For such a small country, Israel does a lot of good in the world. Israel was one of 
the first responders to the disastrous earthquake in Haiti and one of the first countries to 
provide aid to the victims of the 2004 tsunami in Southeast Asia. Israel has hosted 
refugees from Darfur, Bosnia, and Kosovo, and it has shared life-saving medical and 
agricultural technologies with communities in need all over the world. 
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